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PIPPIN BARR

Let’s Play Greek Punishment. 2011
Video Game, Custom Electronics.
400px x 800px.

ANGELA WASHKO

Mother, Player: Chapter 1 (Demo). 2022.
Video Game.

ANGELA WASHKO

Mother, Player: A Reader. 2022.
Artist Book.
12 x 9 inches.

JEREMY COUILLARD

Video Game.
JEREMY COUILLARD

Fuzz Duneon Map 01. 2021.
C-print on aluminum.
20 x 20 inches.

JEREMY COUILLARD

Fuzz Duneon Map 02. 2021.
C-print on aluminum.
24 x 16 inches.

PORPENTINE CHARITY HEARTSCAPE

Video Game / Interactive Fiction.

STUDIO OLEOMINGUS

Folds of a Separation. 2022.
Video Game.

THE ESCAPE FROM WOOMERA COLLECTIVE

Escape from Woomera. 2003.
Half-Life Mod, Video Game.
EVEREST PIPKIN

Printed book.
5 x 7 inches.

EVEREST PIPKIN

Printed book.
6 x 9 inches.

EVEREST PIPKIN

*World Ending Game*. 2022.
Printed book.
6.125 x 9.25 inches.

NATHALIE LAWHEAD

*SHARED_ANXIETIES_WITH_A_FRIEND_ON_YOUR_BIRTHDAY.exe*. 2019.
Executable software, Desktop Pet.

ROBERT YANG

Video Game.